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Occupy the Inaugural

The young people chant -A better world
is possible.
A better world
is possible.
The world as we know it,
isn't good.
A better world is possible.
It's impossibly awful,
what's been going on.
The president, about to speak,
is interrupted by an infant's shrill sobs.
A better world -... is one still possible?
The World
as we know it,
still revolves.

Hate Mail

same guy:
i see him
everyday
on my side of the street,
i'm reminded of my father-those eyes:
indefinite, cold & blue
(they hone in)
what do they want from me?
i could ask
i keep walking ...
*
at the methadone clinic
they make you piss
into tiny plastic cups

eventually, the world becomes this giant bladder
*
i don’t need a woman

i don’t need a gun
i want a bullet's simple calm
i want the kind of death that growls
*
at the deli
across the street,
an elderly, Korean man
pitches me another stare,
enough to make a hired assassin giggle like a girl.

on CNN
i saw a parade of coffins
draped by flags blue, red, & white-the next time a soldier salutes,
i'll know which arm to amputate

*
he's dependable:
he's become a landmark,
a footnote, a history too private to record.
where he should have an arm
there's an empty sleeve.
something hangs from his neck,
a medallion he wears like a crucifix void of Christ,
must have got it in 'Nam --

Valor, a jungle sniper aiming for the heart.
When the next helicopter lands,
he'll be lifted off,
at home among the wounded.

Gary’s 2nd Tour

Only part of Gary came back,
not the Gary who started as point guard when Bishop
Moore
"shocked" Edgewater, its superior rival, in the State finals,
not the Gary who played piano and drums and dreamed of
touring live and traveling
in a jet. He wasn’t our mother’s son anymore;
He wasn’t our older brother.
Innocent infant laughter triggered something inside of him;
Our sister Celeste had to leave her baby boy
at home. We never knew what we might step
on if we got too close to Gary,
maybe we’d tweak a nerve we shouldn’t have touched,
or brushed aside a thought that meant You,
pay attention. I always thought that men who returned
from war left their battles buried in the past,
but Gary’s wounds were 2 black eyes
that wouldn’t heal. When Gary watched TV,
it was like he was staring at something
that wasn’t there. He seemed to belong to a world

where we weren’t invited. Something changed him
from the brother I could playfully slug or hug
or toss a football with to someone
like the people downtown who lived wrapped up in
blankets
and stood in line for soup. I couldn’t talk
to Gary anymore. He was like a piece of furniture
I ignored. When we found Gary slumped over
the dashboard of Mother’s station wagon with the engine
running,
I opened the garage door while Mother dialed 911.
When the ambulance arrived, I snuck upstairs to my room
and rang up Susan Price. I wanted to do something
normal.
I wanted to date a pretty girl. I wanted to forget what
happened
to my brother downstairs and go on with life as I had
known it.

Campaign Promises
l

There's a trick to standing behind podiums:
Clearing the throat like a lover unable to propose,
Adjusting one’s posture until the most maudlin speech
Burns with the rich smell of truth.
Wave as the crowd surrounds you:
Your confidence, poise: feel it?

Blow a kiss towards a cloud to make it rain
So they’re happy in farm belt, Wisconsin.
No gesture’s too obvious.

In the dark rows of the balcony,
Someone reaches for a gun.

Reading After Midnight

Hour after hour, they watch the tube.
No one in the rehab reads.
They remind me of bored household pets.
Perhaps it's self hypnosis.
I almost envy their rapture, their zombie gaze.
The mad house fills -The shelters fill -The graveyards fill -The crack house is full again -There will always be a void inside of me.
The counselors advise me to read steps 2 & 3 from the AA
Big Book.
Came to believe...
Someone changes the channel:
It's a show about a brother on parole who ends
up in the joint again
is sprung, hooks up with a beautiful mobbed up crack
head:
Together, they're a sort of inner city Bonnie & Clyde
ripping off drug lords
while gaining insight

about themselves without the benefit of middle class
psychotherapy.

t's a show about growth.
It's the one time in rehab where everyone is silent:

...believe that a power greater than ourselves could
restore us to sanity:
Before sanity, sleep.
I weep for the simplest pleasures:
I want myself, to be by myself.
I want to hear myself think.
Consider the body: So vulnerable.
It needs food.
Clothing.
Shelter -Why does anything exist?
There's a void inside of me.
There's a void inside most all of us.
I've come to believe that no one thing will ever change
that.
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